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6.4.5 Conflict-Goal #5:
Process Fights and Regrettable lncidents.

The couple will be able to processf.ghts ønd regrettøble in-
cidents usingTheâftermøth OfA Fight Or Regrettable

Incident exercise (see 6-58).

ProcessingArguments.

By using the Aftermath of a Fight as an aid for couples, you

help the partners to process a fight or regrettable incident
theyïe just had. After each partner describes the anatomy

of the fight, the exercise focuses on the following:

I felt. What was each person feelingì What are the

unstated "I statements"ì You can help people to identi$r
these by using the "I feel" checklist, or teaching them
focusing if the Aftermath Qrestionnaire feelings list
isn't adequate for them.

Each partner describes his or her own subjective
reality. The couple needs to subscribe to the notion
that there are always two valid subjective realities. So

an important goal for you is first getting both people

to realize that there are always at least two valid ways

of seeing any interaction. Then you help each partner

to describe the following: What were each person's

perceptions and needs in this situation? How did they
express their needs? Partners take turns being speaker

or listener. The speaker presents their point of view
or subjective reøJity about what happened, while the

listener just listens. Then they trade roles. You help

the partners to transform negative attributions of their
partner into statements about their positive needs; this

is the recipe for their success. You can help the partners

to describe their needs by asking questions like "What

$d 
you wish for?""\Mhat would have been ideal?"

What did you hope for?""If you could have waved a

magic wand and everything would have been perfect

suddenly, what would thathave looked like?"

Summarizing & validating two subjective realities.
After one partner is the speaker, the listener then

summarizes what their partner just said. You should

make sure that the speaker gently makes corrections

if the listener didnt reflect the speaker's most

salient points. You may also need to use a Dan Wile
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The admitting mode is one in which they can start see-

ing their responsibility in the problem and the argument.

The Aftermath of a Fight Qrestionnaire helps here. Also,
Video-tape playback is usefirl for moving many couples

from attack-defend to admitting modes.

Moving to collaborative mode is a greater challenge.It
is easier to do after the fight than during it, partly due

to DPA. Soothing is very important in partners moving
themselves to collaborative mode, as are the earlier steps

of the Sound Relationship House, those that are related to

Negative Sentiment Override.

The next step is to get the couple to be able to have a

dialogue about this issue. In this dialogue, they actually use

how they feel about the issue ts away of indexing the first
three levels of the Sound Relationship House. For example,

suppose a partner tends to get angry with her partner
because she thinks he is paying too much attention to the

children. After many /lftermath of a Fight conversations, she

eventually learns that this issue is reminiscent of her con-

flicts with her sister for her parents'attention. The problem
doesn't go 

^way,but 
it becomes an index of her not asking

for what she needs from her partner. She begins to have

more insight into the issue.

M^ry fights and regrettable incidents are about failures of
emotional connection, too,like having turned away from or

against bids. Processing these regrettable incidents not only
helps with conflict management-it also aids in building
the friendship system.
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SÏEP
Feelings: Share how you felt. Do not say why you felt that way.

Avoid commenting on your partner's feelings.

I felt...
1 . defensive

2. not listened to
3. feelings got hurt

4. totally flooded

5. angry

6. sad

7. unloved

B. misunderstood

9. criticized

10. took a complaint
personally

11. like you didn't even
like me

1 2. not cared about

13. worried

14. afraíd

15. unsafe

I ó. tense

17 . I was right and you
were wrong

18. both of us were
partly ríght

19. out of control

20. frustrated

2'1. righteously indignant

22. morally justified

23, unfairly picked on

24. unappreciated

25. disliked

26. unattractive

27. stupid

28. morally outraged

29. taken for granted

30. like leaving

31. like staying and talking this
through

32. lwas overwhelmed
with emotion

33. not calm

34. stubborn

35. powerless

36. I had no influence

37. I wanted to win this one

my opinions didn't even
matter

there was a lot of gíve
and take

I had no feelings at all

I had no idea what I was
feeling

lonely

alienated

ashamed

guilty

culpable

abandoned

disloyal

exhausted

foolísh

overwhelmed

remorseful

shocked

tired

38.

39.

40.
41.

42.
43.
44.
45.

46.

47.
48.
49.
50.

51.

52,

53.

54.'t

Reatitíes: Descríbe your "reality." Take turns. Summarize and
validate at least a part of your partner's reality.

Subjectlve Reallty and Valldation

a. Take turns describing your perceptions, your own reality of what happened during the re-

grettable incídent. Describe yourself and your perception. Don't describe your partner. Avoid

attack and blame. Talk about what you might have needed from your partner. Describe your
perceptíons like a reporter, givíng an objective blow-by-blow description. Say "l heard you

saying," rather than "You said."

b. Summarize and then validate your partner's reality by saying something líke, "lt makes sense

to me how you saw this and what your perceptíons and needs were. I get it." Use empathy by

saying something like, "l can see why this upset you." Validation doesn't mean you agree, but
that you can understand even a part af your partner's experience of the incident.

c. Do both partners feel understood? lf yes, move on. lf no, ask,'"What do I need to know to
understaÀd your perspective better?" After summarizing and validating, ask your partner, "Did
I get it?" and "ls there anything else?"
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Whot set me up (contlnued):

B. l'd been turning away more.

9. l'd been getting easilY uPset.

10. l'd been depressed lately.

1 1. l'd had a chip on my shoulder lately.

12. l'd not been very affectionate.

13. l'd not made time for good thíngs between us.

14. l'd not been a very good listener lately'

15. l'd not asked for what I needed.

16. l'd been feeling a bit like a martyr.

17. l'd needed to be alone.

1 8. l'd not wanted to take care of anybody.

19. l'd been very preoccupied.

20. I hadn't felt very much confidence in myself.

21. l'd been running on empty.

2. Speclfîcolly what do you regret, and speeíÍlcally, whot wus your cantrlbution ta thls
regrettoble Íncldent or frght?

3. lllthot do you wlsh to dpologlze for?

(Read oloud) l'm sprry that:

1. I over-reacted.

2. lwas really grumpy.

3. lwas defensive.

4. lwas so negative.

5. I attacked you.

6. I didn't listen to you.

7. I wasn't respectful.

8. lwas unreasonable.

9. Other:

4, lf you ørccept your portner's apology, say so.

lf not, søy whot you stÍll need,
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